Abstract
Introduction

Respiratory sinus arrhythmia
Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia (RSA) is a strong modulatory effect of HR by respiration(l1. It is widely accepted that RSA is essentially mediated by vagal parasympathetic activity [2] . The mechanism of HR modulation by respiration has been ascribed to a central medullary "clock" mechanism and is strongly affected by the baroreflex. Blood pressure changes, induced by respiration mechanics, are sensed by the baroreceptors that influence central autonomic heart rate mcdulators [3] . Another approach to the origin of RSA suggests that RSA is maximizing oxygen saturation as part of a control mechanism responsible for gas consumption efficiencyl4l. Afferent stimuli from stretch receptors in the lungs and thoracic wall may also contribute to RSA coupling [3] along with the inspiratory vagal inhibition.
Previous studies describe the RSA coupling mathematically using a transfer function [Z] and as an Integral Pulse Frequency Modulation (PFM model) [5] .
RSA magnitude estimation is widely used as an index of cardiac vagal activity, which is one of the main components of Heart Rate Variability (HRV). RSA is also related to the High Frequency (HD peak in the HRV spectrum. Common techniques for measuring RSA include time domainr61, or frequency domain methods [6, 7] . The latter estimates the HF component magnitude and phase from the HRV spectrum.
Several recent studies suggest a third approach for describing the time domain RSA with respect to the respiratory phase[8-10] (also known as ''phase domainl" approach, Respiration Response Curve or RSA phase pattern). We chose the short term RSA pattern and use it throughout this study. This approach is based on averaging RR interval deviations along several respiratory cycles triggered by the respiratory phase. The result is the dynamic pattern of RR interval change along the respiratory cycle. Several researchers applied the method for investigating magnitude and phase properties of RSA.
Selective integration of RSA pattern
The aim of this work is to enhance the phase domain approach and to provide a complete characterization of the modulating function. We improve the previous implementations by introducing the concept of ''m integration.
We perform an accurate characterization of the exact HR changes along the phase of the respiratory cycle, using a statistical approach for the selective integration of multiple respiration cycles. The basic principle of the selective integration is to calculate the RSA pattern for each respiratory cycle by interpolating the RR interval deviations, scaled to 2 1 radians. Then, a certain percentage (normally 80%) of the respiratory cycles is chosen applying an iterative process, and is averaged to generate the typical RSA pattern of the specific record along with the standard error. The selected 80% of respiratory cycles are a cluster of the most similar RSA patterns among the entire set.
Two groups of healthy normal subjects were studied to lay the baseline of RSA patterns. In addition, a third group of cardiac patients after heart transplant was studied in order to compare their RSA pattern with the normal behavior (not shown). Breathing rate and depth were spontaneous. The protocol included 30min quiet, supine rest followed by several autonomic stimuli (MVC Isometric Handgip. active change in posture from supine to standine and Smin recordine in standine oosture. For the other on the same scale so that R represents 2n. An iterative process was used lo calculate the cluster containing 80% of the respiratory cycles, which are the closest to the RSA pattern in a mean square sense and maxima location (Fig. I) . The algorithm repetitively evaluates a mean RSA pattern. ignores 10% of the cycles with the highest deviation from mean and 10% with the highest deviation of the maxima location. Up to 6 vypically 3 or 4) iterations are required before convergence to the dominant RSA pattern. The DC component representing 1MR was subtracted. The 20% outliers can be related to any non-stationary behavior of the Heart-Lung system such as: Low Frequency (LF) components, HR arrhythma, or simply very long breaths, instant breathing interruption or saliva swallowing.
2.
Materials and methods
I I
purposes of our RSA pattern study, we used supine rest of the supine session and the first min after transition to \ .
, .
,,-\ session and standing session. We ignored the first Smin standing, for obtaining steady state recordings.
The purpose of this data set was to demonstrate the differences of RSA vanerns between vestures. Group 2 second normal group including 15 healthy male subjects. age 
Extracting RSA pattern
QRS complex was detected from lead II using a threshold and manual correction method followed by a squared interpolation to refine time estimation. Time series representing the onset of expiration were extracted from the respiration signals, by similar procedure. Triangular window smoothing filter was applied prior to detection. The onset of expirium is represented by maxima in group 1 and by minima in group 2 due to the different devices used. P m respiratory signal quality in some of group 2 recordings (impedance method) reduced the reliable recordings for analysis from 15 to 7.
Calculation of RSA pattern was initiated with resampling the RR interval vector using the MATLAB outliers are also shown (dashed).
Standard error of the selected 80% was estimated along the final RSA pattern (Fig. 2) . Typical values for the vertical error were around 6% to 8% of the RSA pattern magnitude for 30 lo 6Omin records and 15% to 24% for 5 to lOmin records). Horizontal phase resolution was estimated theoretically to be above 0.2rad and measured to be w, partly due to the physiological bandwidth limit. These figures were derived and estimated using SNR. bandwidth, integration and practical considerations. Sensitivity of the method to respiratory related frequencies is 1% for Smin recording. HRV components funher away from that value will vanish throughout the integration procedure. 
Results
Group 1: Typical RSA pattern in supine and standing sessions is presented in Fig. 1 . As expected, instantaneous HR increased during inspirium and decreased during expirium. Table 1 summarizes statistical measurements derived. The RSA mamitude while standing was significantly lower than supine, by an average of 48% (std=35%, Pc0.006, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (WSRT)). The a of the RSA pattern maxima while standing was significantly shifted to the right compared to supine posture. The phase shift was 11.4% of the respiration period, from 2.9Rad to 3.7Rad (std=8.5%, P4.004, WSRT). Exoirium duration changed from 49% to 55% (p4.06, WSRT) of the respiration period when computed from the difference between the RSA pattern maxima and minima. and from 47% to 58% (p<0.04, WSRT) when computed from the difference between the RSA pattern maxima and expirium onset trigger. The mean error of the RSA pattern estimate averaged to 4. 7111s while supine and 8. 6111s while standing (due to shorter standing session).
Group 2: Typical RSA patterns of two subjects from sessions A,B and C is presented in Fig. 3 . The RSA magnitude and pattern remain approximately the same for sessions A, B and C. This may suggest a long term consistency of the RSA pattern as a non-scalar index of vagal activity. Only 1 of the 7 subjects in the selected group showed a variable RSA pattern along time. Statistical measurements showed no significant difference between the three sessions supporting the consistency hypothesis. Grouped mean maxima location for the three sessions was 3.29 f 0.47rad. with RSA pattern Max. and expirium onset trigger.
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n Resphrbn Phase (rad) n Figure 3 . RSA pattern of subject 4 (solid) and subject 10 (dashed) at three sessions (A,B and C). The difference, among subjects and the long-term consistency within each subject is presented.
4.
Discussion
We have used two groups of healthy normal subjects in order to lay the baseline of RSA patterns.
In the group we obtained a significant 48% magnitude and 11.4% right shift phase lag when comparing supine and standing postures. The phase difference may he ascribed to mechanical differences between supine and standing breathing patterns, resulting in different chest diameter changes pattern as measured by the Respitrace Pneumoplethysmograph instrument. In addition, the 6 -9 8 increase in the expiration period (increased En ration) corresponds with the mechanics of respiration. Expirium is characterized by air flowing out from the lung spontaneously without any muscular activity involved (as opposed to inspiriwn). While standing, the diaphragm must move upward spontaneously against the simple gravitational force pulling the viscera downward (comparing to supine) the expirium will then take longer increasing the FA ratio. In conclusion, the time domain RSA pattern characterization is a complementary tool to the frequency domain and statistical methods. It may open an exciting insight into the effects of vagal activity, as well as into changes in clinical condition, in specific cardiac or respiratory diseases (yet to be explored).
